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ABSTRACT 

In this report the results of a number of experiments are pre- 

sented which were aimed at detailed characterization of the spatial 

profile of the laser beam both before and after amplification.    It w« ■ 
found that the beam profile in the near field of the laser deviates sig- 

nificantly from a gaussian,  but that in the far field it is very close to 

a   gaussian.     It was also found that while the amplifier does not con- 

tribute to significant beam distortion,   it acts as a negative lens whose 

focal length decreases with increased optical pumping.    The purpose of 

these continuing measurements is to have a close measurement of the 

size and location of the focused beam waist.    Based on these measure- 

ments,   revised values of previous damage thresholds are presented 

as well as the results of measurements of damage threshold as a func- 

tion of lens focal length.    In other experiments,  the time evolution of 

the damage tracks in ruby and sapphire was studied using a fast streak- 

ing camera.    It was found that the point on the damage filament furthest 

from the laser forms first,  and the track evolves in an upstream direc- 

tion.    Beam profile measurements inside ruby samples show a severe 

power dependent beam distortion which begins to appear at powers well 

below the damage threshold.    This breaking up of the beam is not ob- 

served in sapphire.    It is possible that this breaking up of the beam in 

ruby is connected with the absorption at 694 3 A.    Because of the im- 

portance of self-focusing considerations in damage studies,  a detailed 

derivation of theoretical results reported recently by other workers is 

presented as an appendix. 
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SKCTION   1 

EXPERIMFNTM. STUDIES ON OPTICAL DAMACK 

A. INTRODUCTION AM) SUMMARY OF RKSUI.TS 

Durine this pt;rii>d we havi« carrirri out a number of measure» 

ni-nts aimed at characterizing our laser beam profile,  both before and 

after amplification.    The purpose of these measurements is to deter- 

mine more precisely the si/.e and location of the focused spot, as well 

as the beam shape,   so th*t more accurate energy density measurements 

can be obtained.    We have found that the beam profile is approximately 

gaussian in the far field of the oscillator,  but that in the near field an 

appreciable deviation from gaussian behavior exists.    We have also 

found that the amplifier acts as a negative lens appreciably increasing 

the beam divergence of the oscillator to up to a factor of 2 for the most 

intense pumping studied.    This lesults in an appreciable shift in the 

beam waist for the longer focal length lenses used in the early damage 

threshold experiments.    Revised threshold data are presented based 

on the beam profile measurements. 

A most significant result was obtained when beam profile meas- 

urements were made in ruby.    We found a radical power dependent de- 

parture from the smooth profile indicating a severe breaking up of the 

beam.    This radical beam distortion raises doubts as to the possibility 

of measuring power density for ruby.    The effect,  which for ruby is 

seen to appear at least an order of magnitude below the bulk damage 

threshold,   is not seen in sapphire all the way up to and beyond the bulk 

damage threshold. 

We also present in this report the results of some early damage 

threshold experiments in ruby measured with lenses of different focal 

length.    In addition,  we present high speed  streak  camera pictures 

which show that the damage track begins to form at a point furthest 

from the source and then moves upstream toward the laser. 



n. m \\t PROFII.K MKASURKM» NTS AND COMPARISON WITH 
GAUSSIAN IIISTRIIUITION 

AH of thr Hanugr ihrr»hold pawvr ilvntlll*« In previous reports 

wrrr hfttrH M hrtm il^rs calcuUlerf •ccordlng lo the following 

•■•untpiMin«; 

•      Thr «p«iial beam profile «t the Ueer output mirror I« 
k i ..«.».   with ■» I mm radius (l/e radius for the electric 
field). 

e      Thr hr>am diffracts acrordins to the well-known expressions 
for itauasian beam propagation. 

e      Thr beam suffers no distortion, focusing, or defocusing on 
passing through the ruby amplifier and hence the diffraction- 
limited bram waist occurs at the location calculated accord- 
ing to the propagation equations. 

During this period we have looked more carefully into the validity 

of tlieie assumptions ...»•' will discuss the results in this report. 

The apparatus used in the experiments carried out in this period 

is essentially the same as that described in previous Semiannual Reports 

Not.   1 ami 2.    Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the laser, 

amplifier,  and associated monitoring apparatus used in the studies. 

Thr apparatus described briefly consists of a mode controlled ruby 

laarr Q-awitchrd with a cryptocyanine solution.    Both oscillator and 

amplifier arc operated at 0oC.    The combined effect of the temperature 

controlled resonant reflector and the dye allow the laaer to operate in a 

single longi'udinal mode and the aperture allows a single transverse 

mode. 

Monitoring equipment enables the shot-to-shot measurement of 

near fielt',  far field, and Fabry-Perot patterns of the oscillator as well 

as power output measurements of the oscillator before and after ampli- 

fication.    A more detailed description of this apparatus is available from 

previous reports. 

In orHer to test the validity of the above assumptions,  we have 

undertaken a series of measurements to determine the spatial beam 
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profile at different locationi antl under a number of different conditions. 

Early experiment! employed the measurement of a pair of spots with a 

known relntlve ftttenuntlon for both near and far field spot sizes.    As 

mentioned in the previous report,   we obtained a near field spot size of 

1  iiiiu (- 1 5 percent accuracy) by photographing a pair of spots on a 

ground ^lass screen and also by measuring beam patterns on exposed 

Polaroid film with the relative energies of successive shots known. 

Far field divergence measurements of the unamplified oscillator using 

the two spot technique gave a divergence of 0. 3 ±0. 05 mrad (half-angle). 

These results are based on the assumption that the beam profile is 

^aussian. 

During this period we have attempted to determine how close to 

gauiSian  the beam profile actually is.    Tu accomplish this we have 

used a multiple lens camera and the technique described by Winer  . 

The setup is described in Fig.   2.    We in ige a particular plane (plane A) 

onto a MgO block with the imaging lens choosing the object and image 

distances to get convenient magnification,  and photograph the spot on the 

MgO block with the multiple lens camera.    (This is accomplished by 

placing a pinhole of known size at plane A,   imaging it on the MgO block 

with appropriate magnification,  and photographing it. )   The camera has 

nine lenses   { f = ~11 cm,   12 mm diameter) each of which is backed by 

a different calibrated neutral density (N. D. ) filter.    Thus we obtain nine 

spots on the focal plane of the camera with known relative exposures. 

The first few measurements were made with density steps of 0. 1 between 

successive lenses,   giving us a total span of over a factor of 6 from the 

first (N. D. 0) to the last(N. D. 0. 8) lens in the array.    We later chose a 

different set of densities to give a greater total span (a factor of 12. 6). 

These are N. D.   0,   0.2,   0.4,   0.6,   0.7,   0.8,   0.9,   1.0,   and 1. 1. 

The principle of the multiple lens camera technique for measur- 

ing intensity profiles is that the film response need not be known.    Den- 

sitometer scans of the different spots are made,  and the widths of the 

scans are measured at a constant density determined by the peak of the 

curve with the least transmission (see Fig.   3).    The image filter trans- 

mission ratios (Ti/Tn) are plotted against the corresponding widths 

(dn) giving the spatial intensity profile.    Examples are shown in Figs.   5 

to 8. 
4 
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During this investigation we have used a number of different 

recording media.    At first Polaroid Type 55 P/N film was used,   but 

was found to be too low in sensitivity.     Other measurements were 

made with Kodak Type I-N and IV-N spectroscopic plates.     (The IV-N 

plates have a much smaller dynamic range than the I-N being about 

15 times more sensitive.    Also the graininess is higher,   giving rise 

to even more noise in the densitometer scans than the already noisy 

I-N densitometer scans. )    The plates were scanned with a Jarrel-Ash 

microdensitometer at rates ranging from 1 to 2. 5 mm/min.    A typical 

plate is shown in Fig.   4. 

Beam cross-sections were photographed at different places and 

unHer different conditions of pumping the amplifier.    For example,   we 

measured the beam size at the output resonant reflector of the oscillator 

at the exit of the amplifier,  at the focusinp lens position,  and at various 

locations beyond the focusing lens,   including the focal plane. 

Comparison of Densitometer Scans with Gaussians — The data 

obtained from the densitometer scans were fed into a computer,   pro- 

grammed to give it the best fit to a gaussian based on a least-squares 

calculation.    The fit to a  gaussian was fairly good,   depending upon the 

region in space examined.    A number of these plots are shown in Figs.   5 

to 8.     We see from these figures that there is a fair amount of data 

scatter from the calculated best gaussian fit,  but that the agreement is 

fairly good.    The largest deviation from gaussian behavior appears to 

be at the output mirror of the laser (Fig.   5),  where we see the intensity 

in the wings dropping much faster than that in the calculated curves. 

This truncation is not so evident as the beam propagates away from the 

laser into the far field.    (Figures 6 to 8. )   We also notice a fair amount 

of scatter in the experimental points from shot to shot.     This could 

arise from small differences in alignment,  both of oscillator and am- 

plifier,   from shot to shot or from scatter in the measurements taken from 

the densitometer scans.    As we see in Fig.   3,  the location of the maximum, 

DQI   for the reference scan (i. e. ,  the one corresponding to least exposure 

on the plate) determines the values of widths taken from the successive 
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traces.    Since the scans are so noisy,   the location of the peak is not 

easily defined.     We see that,   in general,   the scatter is greater near 

the peak of the curves in Figs.   5 to 8 than in the wings,  which is to be 

expected from the above consideration. 

In making these measurements,   at times we have also seen a 

varying deviation from radial symmetry of the photographed spots. 

This seems to occur much more often in the amplified beam,   but we 

don't have enough measurements on the unamplified beam to be certain. 

We have found,  however,   that slight intentional misalignment of the 

amplifier does cause a marked deviation from radial symmetry of the 

photographed spot.    As we point out later,   since the lensing in the 

pumped amplifier is quite marked and probably very nonspherical,   one 

might expect to obtain aberrations for off-axis propagation of the laser 

beam.    However,  the question as to why this elliptical spot sometimes 

appears for one shot,   under apparently the same conditions as a previous 

shot where it was absent,   is unknown.    It may be that slight drifting of 

the oscillator alignment results in occasional off-axis propigation in 

the amplifier.    If this is true,  the drifting is too small to be detected 

with our alignment setup. 

The main purpose of the densitometer scan data was to deter- 

mine how closely the beam profile can be approximated by a  gaussian 

distribution.    We see that in most cases the agreement is fairly good, 

but as we will discuss later,   we cannot accurately predict the behavior 

of the beam with respect to spot size,   divergence,   etc.   solely by use 

of the propagation equations.    Nevertheless,  the approximation to a 

gaussian  is a good one.    Bearing this in mind,   we continued our spot 

size measurements using Polaroid film instead of the spectroscopic 

plates.     We chose to do this because of the great time involved both 

in processing the plates and in scanning them with the microdensitom- 

eter.     When we use high contrast film (Polaroid Type 410 or IR film) 

we observe a series of spots of varying diameter on the film.    Assum- 

ing a gaussian distribution we can determine the characteristic width 

from a knowledge of the diameters and relative exposures of the spots. 

This information for only two spots would be sufficient to determine 

the characteristic width but the use of all nine enables us to obtain a 

more reliable figure.    An example of one of these photographs is shown 
11 
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in Fig. ''. The computer program used for the demitometer scan data 

was modified to handle the new situation and the data was more quickly 

processed. 

C. KVEROENCE MKASUREMKNTS 

We have measured the far field divergence of the laser beam 

both with and without amplification.    This was accomplished by meas- 

uring the spot size in the foe«! plane of the 48. 3 cm lens used in most 

of our previous damage threshold measurements.    A few measurements 

were also made with au f = 19 cm lens.    The results of densitometer 

scans from these measurements are shown in Figs.   7 and 8.    The far 

field divergence of the oscillator alone is 0. 35 mrad (half-angle).    This 

value is the average of three separate measurements which agree to 

about 5 percent.    The divergence of the laser after passing through the 

amplifier depends upon the extent to which the amplifier is pumped. 

The results of a number of measurements taken for different amounts 

of amplifier pumping are shown in Fig.   10.    The measurements were 

taken in the focal plane of both the 48. 3 cm and 19 cm lens.    In the 

former case,  the data came from densitometer scans of I-N plates; in 

the latter case,  the data came from measurements of spots on Polaroid 

410 film and Polaroid IR film assuming a gaussian distribution. 

From these more accurate measurements of beam divergence 

we see that there is a substantial disagreement between the calculated 

divergence (0. 20 mrad based on the measured radius at the output of 

1. 1 mm,  0 = X/Trw0) and that observed for the unamplified oscillator 

(0. 35 mrad).    This apparently arises from the appreciable truncation 

observed in the beam profile at the oscillator oucput plane.    This leads 

us to conclude that we cannot use the mode propagation equations to 

compute spot size,  and hence energy densities of the focused beam 

using the spot size at the laser output mirror as an initial condition. 

14 
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D. MEASUREMENT OF SIZE AND LOCATION OF BEAM WAIST 

We have measured the size of the beam by the above described 

techniques for different points after the focusing lenses that were used 

to determine the previously reported damage thresholds.    At this time 

we have made the measurements for the 48. 3 cm and 19 cm lenses 

only.    The results for the 48. 3 cm lens were obtained from densitometer 

scans of Kodak I-N plates,  while those for the  19 cm lens were obtained 

from spot size measurements on Polaroid 410 film and Polaroid IR 

film.    These are shown in Figs.   11 and 1Z.     We see that the minima 

are somewhat shifted downstream from the focal plane because of the 

negative lensing of the amplifier.    The degree of this shift depends on 

the pumping.     This is illustrated in Fig.   12,   which shows the location 

of the minimum for two different pumping conditions representing es- 

sentially the extreme conditions of amplifier pumping in our previous 

threshold experiments.    Since the lens is in the far field of the focused 

spot,  the radius of the curvature of the phase fronts to the right of the 

lens is essentially equal to the distance from the lens to the minimum 

(with opposite sign).    If the radius of the curvature of the phase fronts 

incident on the lens r^n is very large compared to the focal length,   then 

the radius of curvature to the right of the lens r        equals the focal length 

For r.    v-, fi    r     , = -f and the minimum occurs in the focal plane. * 
in ^ out 

In our case the lens focal length is not negligible compared to the input 

radius of curvature; hence the output radius of curvature is somewhat 

larger than the focal length. 

'The exact expressions  ai;e   s^ . - r^/l + p2 and w^ . 

- r        V/TTW,        /(I + p   ) for the distance from the lens to the minimum, out    '      lens' v        f   ' 
s and the minimum spot size,   w    .   .  where   p ■ r        ^/1TWiö„„-    But ^OT 
mm j min r        out lens 

all our conditions  p    «1 and the equations simplify to those given in the text. 

17 
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DISTANCE FROM FOCAL PLANE OF 48 em LENS,  cm 

Fig,. 11 . Gauss ian 
of 48 cm 
Basis of 
Measured 
7.5 kV). 

Beam Radius Versus Distance From Focal Plane 
Lens. The Dashed Curve Is Calculated on the 
the Measured Spot Size at the Lens and 
Beam Divergence. (Amplifier pumping — 150 wF, 
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I 2 

DISTANCE FROM FOCAL PLANE OF 19 cm LENS, cm 

Fig.   12.     Gaussian Beam Radius  Versus  Distance from  Focal 
Plane of 19  cm Lens   for Two  Different  Conditions 
of Amplifier Pumping.     The  Dashed  Curve   is   Cal- 
culated on   the  Basis  of Measured Spot Size  at 
Lens  and Measured Beam Divergence  for Pumping 
Conditions  - 150  yF,   7.5  H. 
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It we tdkf as our starting   conditions   r =   - 60 cm   from the 
out 

measured location of the minimum for the   48. 3 cm  lens,   then we can 

compute the incident radius of curvature from 

in 

fr out 
f+r (2) 

out 

We ohtain r.     = 240 cm. 
in 

Usinp this value of r.    we can compute the radii of curvature and 

hence the position of the minimum for the other lenses.     This is sum- 

marized in Tahle I. 

TABLE I 

POSITION OF BEAM WAIST FOR DIFFERENT FOCAL 
LENGTH LENSES 

Radius of Curvature of Phase Fronts Incident on Lens = 240 cm 
(Amplifier Pump- 150   pF.    7. 5 kV) 

1       Lens Focal 
I      Length (cm) 

Radius of Curvature 
after Lens r     . (cm) out *       ' 

Distance of Beam Waist 
From Lens (cm) 

(Present)       (Previous)* 

1              48. 3 
30.4 
19.0 
12. 1 

8. 5 

-60 
-34.6 
-20. 7 
-12.7 
-   8.8 

60                   49. 8                 1 
34.6 31.1                 | 
20.7 19.2 i 
12.7               12.2                 1 

8. 8                 8. 5                 j 

Calculated from assumptions listed in Section B. 
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A comparison of the measured spot size at the beam waist 

(Figs.   11 and 12) for the two lenses indicates an inconsistency.    It is 

easy to show that the minimum spot size for a given lens is propor- 

tional to the radius of curvature of the phase fronts leaving the lens, 

r     .,   under given input conditions 

•• ^  ' out ... 
w =   —    . (3) nun TTW. lens 

Therefore,  we expect that the ratio of spot sizes for the 48 cm lens 

to the 19 cm lens should be 60/20. 7 = 2. 9,  but we see that the measured 

spot size ratio is about 0. 1/0. 055 = 1. 8,  a fairly large discrepancy. 

From (3) we can compute the spot size at the beam waist for the 

two different lenses and compare this with the measured values.    Taking 

the values of r     . from Table I and the measured spot size at the lens, 
out 

w. = 0. 17 cm (amplifier pump 150 HF,  7. 5 kV) we compute the values 

as shown in Table II. 

The apparently fair agreement between the two measured results 

and the early calculated results in Table II is fortuitous.    The early 

calculated results assumed that the amplifier does not affect the beam 

divergence,  which we know is a false assumption.    Also we see from 

Table I that the location of the minimum based on the same early cal- 

culated results is very much different from that actually observed. 

* / 7 The exact expressions  are   a = - r    t/I + p    and w = r 2 \ H     mm out' r rmn 
- r        ^/1TWiens^^ + P  ^ ^or t'ie ^"tonce from the lens to the minimum, 

s    .    and the minimum spot size,  w       ,  where   p = r    „ X/mv.       .    But for mm _        r imn r        out lens 
all our conditions p    « 1 and the equations simplify to those given in the 

text. 
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TABLE II 

MEASURED AND CALCULATED BEAM RADII FOR 
DIFFERENT LENSES 

Lens Focal 
|   Length (cm) 

Beam Radius at Minimum (urn) 

Early Calculated* Revised Calculated13 Measured 

!          4H. 3 104 78 100       | 

1          30, 4 
65.2 45 1 

19. 0 40.2 27 55       1 
|          12. 1 2 5.6 16. 5 -         j 

1           8. 5 17. 8 11.4 — 

Froni propagation of 1 mm Gaussian assuming no effect of amplifier. 

From measured spot size at lens (1. 7 mm) and measured diver- 
i     gence.     (Amplifier pumping 150 ULF,   7. 5 kV. ) 

At this point it is not possible to be certain that the disagree- 

ment between calculated and measured spot sizes for the two different 

lenses (48 and 19 cm) is real or whether there is a limitation in the 

measurement.    Since we have not yet measured the minimum spot sizes 

for the other lenses,  we have no basis for further comparison at this 

time.    It may be that the measured spot size for the 19 cm lens is limited 

by aberrations in the imaging system and that the actual spot size is,  in 

fact,   less than that.    The fact that the beam divergences measured 

with the two lenses agree fairly well under similar conditions of ampli- 

fier pumping suggests that there may be a limitation in our measure- 

ment of the spot size at the minimum.    On the other hand,   the spot 

size may be limited by aberrations in the focusing lens itself.    As we 

mentioned in our previous reports,   the focusing lenses used in the 

damage threshold measurements were obtained from Special Optics and 
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advertised to give a diffraction limited focused spot for a range of 

beam sizes incident on the lens.    Our lens spot size (1. 7 mm) is well 

within the range specified for diffraction limited performance.* 

A more reasonable idea as to the nature of the discrepancy will 

be possible when the spot sizes for the other lenses are measured and 

when the degree of reproducibility of the measurements is more reliably 

established.    But as we shall see in Section H,   the whole question as to 

the spot size as approached so far may be really an academic one,  at 

least as far as the measurements in ruby are concerned. 

E. AMPLIFIER LENS1NG 

Since the divergence of the laser is increased on passing through 

the amplifier,   and since the location of the focused spot is shifted down- 

stream from the focal plane,   we conclude that the amplifier acts as a 

negative lens.    We can obtain a rough estimate of the effective focal length 

of the arrplifier as a negative lens by the following considerations.    From 

the location of the focused spot we obtain a radius of curvature of the 

phase fronts leaving the focusing lens,   and from Eq.   1 we compute the 

incident radius of curvature.    For the amplified beam and the 48. 3 cm 

focal length lens we have   r     t    -   - 60 cm,    and hence    *._   i Z40 cm. 

For the unamplified beam the location of the focused spot has been 

measured approximately using the 30. 5 cm lens.    In this case the mini- 

mum is found to be about 31.5 cm from the lens.    This value of   rout ■ 
- 31. 5 cm  gives   r.     = 960 cm.   The value for   r      calculated from the 0 in in 
mode propagation equations is 2180 cm  assuming a gaussian beam with 

the measured initial radius of 0. 11 cm   propagating a distance of   1.5 m 

i 
The manufacturer claims essentially diffraction limited performance for f- 
values of 6 or greater with these specially designed lenses.    In our case 
for the 19 cm lens,   the f-value is 50 or greater,   easily satisfying this re- 
quirement.    The f-values in the imaging system which uses the same 
quality lenses are even larger. 
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from the laser to the lens.     By comparing the measured and calculated 

tcir-field divergence,   we found that the propagation equations do not 

accurately describe the behavior of the beam. 

If vv. e calculate the initial gaussian beam radius which would 

yield a radius of curvature of 9o0 cm  after having propagated 150 cm 

from the ^aist,   we obtain a value of 0.089 cm,   a value about 20% less 

than the measured value.    We will use this effective initial value for the 

beam  radius of curvature for the unamplified beam at the exit plane of 

the .implifier which is located 60 cm   from the focusing lens (90 cm  from 

the laser).    To calculate the radius of curvature at the amplifier exit 

plane for the amplified beam we use,   as initial conditions,   the known 

spot si<5e (0. 17 cm) and radius of curvature  (240 cm) at the focusing lens 

and the lens-.implifier distance of 60 cm.    The results of these compu- 

t.itions for the radu of curvature of the phase fronts at the amplifier exit 

are:    for unamplified beam,   r  ■  1530 cm;  for amplified beam,   r= 182 cm. 

Thus,   UM amplifier can be thought of as a lens which changes the radius 

of curvature of the phase fronts from  1530 cm  to 182 cm.    The focal 

length of this lens can be evaluated from the expression f = - rin rout/ 

(rjn - rout) where   rin and rout  are the radii of curvature without and 

with amplification,   respectively.    We compute an effective focal length 

for the amplifier of  - 207 cm.    This value pertains to the conditions of 

maximum amplifier pumping studied (150 pF,   7.5 kV).    Thus we con- 

clude that the amplifier acts as a relatively mild,   but nevertheless  a 

significant negative lens. 

F. SUMMARY OF BEAM PROFILE MEASUREMENTS 

At this point let us examine the original assumptions listed in the 

first part of Section B,   and comment on their validity based on the meas- 

urements we have made to date.    First we have seen that there is a sub- 

stantial deviation from gaussian behavior at the laser output mirror and 

that the measured beam divergence disagrees with that calculated for the 
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dosest  gaussian fit by a factor of about 1. 5   We also note that we find 

beam profiles much closer to  gaussians when we look in other regions, 

e. g. ,  the far field.    In addition,  we find that the beam is defocused on 

passing through the amplifier to the extent that the divergence doubles 

for the most extreme pumping conditions.    This results in a downstream 

shift in the location of the focused beam waist.     The relative extent of 

this shift depends on the focal length of the lens giving the largest rela- 

tive shift for the longest focal length.     Thus in the case of the 48. 3 cm 

lens used in many of the early damage threshold experiments,   the 

beam waist is found to be beyond the exit surface of the samples studied. 

This is also true for the 30. 4 cm lens used in some of the later experiments. 

For the other lenses,   the beam waist occurs inside the sample,   but not in 

the center as expected from the initial assumptions made in the early stages 

of this study.    Incomplete results on minimum spot size measurements 

show a disagreement between measured values and those calculated on the 

basis of measured divergence and beam size at the lens.    Further meas- 

urements are needed to determine the nature of this discrepancy. 

REEVALUATION OF PREVIOUSLY REPORTED THRESHOLD 
DATA 

On the basis of these observations we are in a position to 

reevaluate the threshold data presented in the previous report. 

Because of the fact that the actual minimum spot occurs outside the 

sample for the 48 cm lens,   our actual power densities are somewhat 

lower than the previously  reported values.     Essentially in the case of 

the 48 cm lens,   our samples have been subjected to a converging beam 

with the highest power density occurring at the sample exit surface. 

For the 19 cm lens,   the measured spot is somewhat larger than the 

spot calculated from the early considerations,   and therefore the dam- 

age thresholds measured with this lens are also revised downward. 

Based on these revised spot sizes and a more recent calibration of 

our TRG thermopiles,   we present in Table III a revised set of damage 

thresholds for  samples previously studied. 
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TABLE III 

COMPARISON OF PREVIOUS AND REVISED 
DAMAGE THRESHOLD VALUES 

Sample 

C    Sapphire,   L122 (19 cm lens) 

Verneuil Sapphire,   Ml 18 (19 cm lens) 

C.   Ruby,   L105 (19 cm lens) 

C,   Ruby,   L105 (48 cm lens) 

C    Ruby,  A100 (48 cm lens) 
tit 

Cr Ruby, C124 (48 cm lens) 

C, Ruby, L104 (48 cm lens) 

Verneuil Ruby,   Ml 19 (48 cm lens) 

Previous 
Threshold 
(GW/cm2) 

12-17 

12 

10-13 

6-10 

5-6 

4-6 

6-7 

5-9 

Revised 
Threshold 
(GW/cm2) 

8-11 

8 

7-9 

1.2-2 

1-1.2 

0.8-1.2 

1.2-1.4 

1-1.8 

All power densities are given as gaussian spatial averages,   P/WW6 

where P is the peak temporal power (Energy/Pulsewidth) and w is 
the gaussian beam radius (1/e point for E). 

T132 
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Let us emphasize here that the values reported for ruby in 

Table III are based on the assumption that the beam profile is smooth 

and approximately gaussian.    We know from the forthcoming discussion 

in Section H that this is far from true.    Nevertheless,   we present the 

data based on the spot size measurements obtained in air. 

H. SPOT SIZE MEASUREMENTS INSIDE SAMPLES 

In this section we discuss the results of a few preliminary 

experiments where we measured the spot size inside both ruby and 

sapphire samples by the same techniques as that described in Section B. 

The obvious extension of the previous spot size measurements in air 

would be to continuously monitor from shot to shot the beam width 

inside a sample while performing the damage experiments.    In this way 

we would have a direct measure of energy density rather than having 

to infer it from previous measurements.    All the experiments described 

here were carried out using the 19 cm lens focused inside the particular 

sample.    The pumping conditions in the amplifier were fixed at 150 p.F 

and 7.5 kV,  and the light intensity incident on the sample was varied by 

a pair of Glan-Kappa prisms,  the first of which was rotated to the 

desired angle and the second of which was fixed so that the polarization 

was always the same inside the sample (E perpendicular to the C-axis). 

The lenses and samples were placed so that the waist of the 

focused light beam,  as determined by the measurements summarized 

in Table I would occur about 2 cm inside the exit surface of the sample. 

The plane being imaged in the photographs lies 0. 5 cm upstream from 

the beam waist. 

A number of photographs taken with the multiple-lens camera 

are shown in Figs.   13 and 14.    The interesting result of this probing 

is that the beam profile begins to change radically in ruby at powers 

well below the damage threshold whereas for the sapphire the beam 

profile is essentially smooth all the way to and beyond the threshold 

for bulk damage. 
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Fig. 13. 
Multiple Lens Camera Photo- 
graphs of Beam Profile Inside 
Ruby Sample for Different 
Incident Energies and Arbi- 
trary Relative Exposures. 
(Constant amplifier pumping - 
150 uF, 7.5 kV). 



M 7688 

(a)   O.Z   mJ 

M 7687 

(b)   2 5   mJ 

Fig. 14. 
Multiple Lens Camera Photographs of Beam 
Profile Inside Sapphire Sample for Dif- 
ferent Incident Energies and Arbitrary 
Relative Exposures• 
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W«- wish to emphasise ht-rt- thai all th«.- photographs were taken 

in tin   same plane in the .sample and that the only parameter that was 

varied was the amount o£ energy incident on the 19 cm focusing lens. 

We see from  I'ig-   l-i(a) that at low  incident energy (0.33 mJ) the beam 

profile is iimoothi   but that by the time we reach 3 mJ (Fig.   13(b)) we 

bf^in In Bee what appears to be a bright central spot with a less bright 

peripheral halo.     (In these experiments,   the laser pulse width was 

about 3U nsec,   FVVUM.)    At higher incident energies we see a variety 

ol pattern* In the beam profile.    We note also that the threshold for 

internal damage in this particular sample measured under the same 

i onditiona is 3ü mJ incident on the focusing lens and that the thresh- 

old  for exit surface damage is about  10 mJ.    Thus we see these effects 

of beam distortion well below the threshold for any catastrophic 

phenomena. 

The whole question of measurement of energy density inside 

ruby  samples by measuring spot sizes assumes a completely different 

aspect in the light of these drastic changes in the beam profile. 

Obviously,   it would be extremely difficult to determine energy den- 

sities in these peculiar spatial distributions.    Thus the data presented 

in Sections G and I must be completely reevaluated in the light of thif, 

new  information. 

When we examine sapphire under the same conditions as those 

described lor  ruby,   we see no such beliavior.    Fig.   14 shows photo- 

grapha taken under tw u extreme conditions.     Fig.   14(a) was taken at 

low  incident energy  (~Ü.3 mJ) and Fig.   14(b) at an energy higher than 

tin- bulk damage threshold,  which was 1.0 mJ for this sample.    For a 

large number of shots over this  range of energies we saw no 

At present,   we do not luve sufficient data to locate the threshold for 
this beam distortion effect.     We only know it lies between 0.3 aiid 3 mJ 
lor the conditions described above. 
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irregularities in the beam prolile.     Alter  reaching threshold lor 

internal chimage,   we saw a general decrease in light  reaching the 

imaging optics presumably because of side scattering trom the d.im- 

age sites. 

Again \\ e see an interesting ditlerence in the behavior ol ruby 

as compared with sapphire when subjected to Intensive illumination 

at 0943 A.     It is  reasonable to suspect that the beam distortion seen 

in ruby arises from thermal effects due to the absorption at 094 3 A. 

It would be interesting to make similar measurements on  ruby while 

externally pumping.    One might expect that at inversion this effect 

would disappear,   if in fact it arises from absorption at 6943 A. 

I. RUBY DAMAGE THRESHOLD AS A FUNCTION OF LEIJ 
FOCAL LENGTH 

Early in this reporting perijd we made a number of measure- 

ments of damage threshold in a given ruby sample as a function of 

focal length for a number of lenses  ranging from   f     4« cm to f     7.6 cm. 

The purpose of these measurements was to find a relationship between 

the damage threshold and the spot size of the beam inside the sample. 

The data were taken,   and threshold power density was plotted versus 

beam radius using the assumptions that were outlined in the beginning 

of Section B.    However,  we have found that none of the assumptions 

is completely valid.    Moreoever,   even knowing the contribution which 

the amplifier makes to the beam divergence,   it appears we cannot 

relate the focal spot sizes to each other in a simple way,   i.e. ,   that the 

ratio of the spot sizes equals the  ratio of the focal distances.     (The 

resolution of this question depends on further careful measurements of 

spot sizes for all the lenses and/or determination of the contribution 

of aberrations.)    The uncertainty is further compounded by the more 

recent observation of the complex breaking up of the beam at relatively 

low powers in ruby,   which makes the whole concept of spot size a very 

nebulous  one. 
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Nevi-rthfless,   we will present the data in spite of the obvious 

UIK »■ rt.iinty in the numbers.    This is shown in Fig.   15,    Data for the 

4rt i rn <incl   19 ». ni li-ns art- based on the mo^e recently measured spot size 

tlat.i, even though there is  some uncertainty concerning data on the 19 cm 

U-ns.     The  remaining data for the other lenses are based on the assump- 

tion of .i diflrai tion limited spot at the minimum,   the measured spot 

■ise at the lens,   and measured divergence for the approximate pumping 

i onditions. 

We present these data lo illustrate a trend which we believe is 

valid,   even though the actual numbers are uncertain and may never be 

satisfactorily evaluated because of the beam distortion.    We note that 

the slope of the plot in Fig.   16 is -1.8.    From eq.   (49) in the Appendix 

we see that a log   log plot of   Pfhr/^d  /4 versus  d    would give a slope 

of   -2  if the second term in the denominator were large compared to unity. 

The observed slope of  -1.8 indicates fair agreement with this equation and 

may be taken as  an  approximate  confirmation of a  self-focusing mechanism. 

J. STREAK CAMERA EXPERIMENTS 

A series of experiments have been carried out to explore the 

time evolution of the damage tracks daring formation.    The setup is 

shown in Fig.   lo.    In early experiments we focused inside a Cz sapphire 

sample with the 19 cm lens.    Based on subsequent spot size measure- 

ments described in Section E,  we note that the beam waist occurs between 

0. D and  I cm from the exit face of the sample.    To time-resolve the 

damage we used an STL image converter camera operating in the streak- 

ing mode.    The camera was set up to photograph the sample transverse 
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Fig. 15.  Threshold Power Density Versus Minimum 
Beam Radius for Ruby Sample N 110. 
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WEDGED 
BEAM 

SPLITTER 

MdL432-10 

19 cm LENS 

MARKER BEAM 

17,5 cm 

FILTER AND 
CLOSE UP LENSES 

STL 
CAMERA 

Fig.   16,     Schematic  Representation of Setup  Used  in Streak 
Camera  Experiments. 
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tu the direction ol propagation of the laser beam.    The laser was 

operated with a Pockels cell U-switch instead of the cryptocyanine 

solution,   so than an electronic trigger could be provided for camera 

shuttering.    The laser pulse using the Pockels cell is from 30 to 35 nsec 

wide (FWHM) with a small amount of 75Ü MHz modulation.    An oscillo- 

scope trace of thr laser pulst- is shown in Fig.   17(a).    A Corning 4-94 

filter was used in front of the lens.    This absorbs the sid« -scattered 

laser light while passing the light from the self-luminous tracks. 

Typical streak camera photographs are shown in Figs.   18(a) and (b). 

More recently we have obtained some streak photographs when 

Q-awitching the laser with the cryptocyanine solution.    In this case 

the pulses incident on the sample are unmodulated,   with widths  rang- 

ing from  lb to 20 nsec,   as shown in Fig.   17(b).    The camera was 

triggered by the light from the leading edge of the laser pulse using 

the amplified signal from a fast silicon photodiode.    In these experi- 

ments we split off some of the incident light and passed it through the 

sample into the camera (see Fig.   16) to give a marker streak whose 

purpose is to show the relative times of the damage formation and the 

incident illumination.    The difference in path length of the main beam 

and the marker beam is such that the marker beam arrives at the 

sample about 1 nsec later than the main beam.    These are shown by 

the streak photographs in Figs. 19 and 20. 

We see that the damage sites furthest from the laser are the 

first to form,   and that the damage track grows in the upstream direc- 

tion.    This phenomenon was observed during some preliminary 

9 
We have also looked at scattered laser light from the damage sites by 
placing a Wratten No.   70 filter in front of the streaking camera lens. 
Here we see essentially the same thing as we do when looking in the 
blue-green,   but there is a great deal of light scattered from other 
damage sites formed in previous shots in the sample,   giving rise to a 
background which makes the photographs more difficult to interpret. 
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MRL432-II 

Fig.   17. 
Oscilloscope Traces  of Typical 
Laser Pulses   Used  in  Streak 
Camera  Experiments,   (a)   Modu- 
lated Pulse  from Pockels  Cell 
Q-Switch;   (b)   Unmodulated 
Pulse   from  Cryptocyanine 
Q-Switch. 

HRL322-4R( e-L;<«-s 

LIGHT LIGHT 

(a) (h) 

EXIT 
SURFACE 
PLASMA 

Fig.   18. 
Streak  Camera   Photographs   Showing  Time 
Evolution  of  Damage   Filaments   in  Sapphire. 
(Modulated  laser  pulse  from Pockels   cell 
Q-switch).   (a)   and  (b)   are at different 
magnifi cations. 
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UJ 
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LIGHT 

UJ 
S 

1 

LASER MARKER 
STREAK 

LASER MARKER 
STREAK 

Fig. 19. 
Streak Camera Photograph 
Showing Time Evolution of 
Damage Filaments in Sap- 
phire. (Unmodulated pulse 
from cryptocyanine Q-switch). 

Fig.   20. 
Streak  Camera  Photograph 
Showing  Time Evolution of 
Damage  Filaments   in   Ruby 
for Unmodulated  Pulse. 
(Exit surface plasma  is 
out of field of view). 
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experiments (unpublished) in glass at an early  stage of HRL involvement 

in laser-induced damage (1964),    By roughly measuring the slope of the 

Streiks  in the photographs we can compute an apparent rate of backward 

propagation of the damage.    The results of some of these slope meas- 

urements are summarized in Table IV, 

TABLE IV 

APPARENT PROPAGATION VELOCITIES OF 
DAMAGE FILAMENTS 

Propagation Velocity Laser Pulse Length 
S.implf of Damage Track (ns) 

(cm/sec) (FWHM) 

C   Sapphire, o. 5-13.5 x 107 30-35 (750 MHz 

L 123 Avf-lO.Ü- 107   a modulation) 

(,'   Sapphire, 13. 7-41. 5 x 107 16-20 (unmodulated) 

L 121 Ave-25.3 x 107 b 

C    Ruby,   L 1U8 14.9-24.9 x 107 16-20 (unmodulated) 
{• 

Ave-23.4 x  IQ7 C 

Bight nn'.t suri'im-nts 

Six measurements 

SeVi'n measu rements 

T133 

The backward moving damage track is consistent with the idea 

ol .i muving focus picture described qualitatively as follows.    Since the 

characteristic velf-foe using length Is longer for low powers than for 

high powers,   one would expect that light in the leading edge of the pulse 

would be st'lf-t r.i pped further downst ream than the peak,   hence a 
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self-trapped -spot would be expected to move in an upstream direction. 

If this were the case, one might expect a different characteristic rate 

of propagation for incident pulses with different rise times. 

By comparing the location of the most intense part of the laser 

marker streaks with the damage track locations,   we can see (Figs. 19 

and 20) that the damage track is formed before the incident laser light 

reaches its peak intensity.    By comparison of the apparent propagation 

velocities in Table IV with the pulse widths,  we see that the shorter 

pulses correspond to higher velocities as might be expected. 

One possible explanation for the range in propagation velocities 

observed is that the streak rate in the camera may not be constant.    It 

is possible that when the camera first turns on,   it is not streaking as 

fast as it is after it reaches the latter stage of its sweep.    Thus events 

which are observed in the early part of the camera sweep will appear 

to be separated by shorter times than those observed in the late part 

of the sweep.    This is suggested by the appearance of the laser marker 

streak seen in Figs.   19 and 20.    From the oscilloscope traces of these 

pulses (Fig,   17(b)),  we see that the leading and trailing edges of the 

pulse are quite symmetrical; in the streak picture the leading edge 

seems to be longer than the trailing edge.    It is not easy to see the 

intensity profile in the marker streaker because of the high film con- 

trast,   but the most exposed part of the streak seems to be definitely 

asymmetrically located with respect to the leading and trailing tails of 

the streak.    Thus we suspect that the streaking rate is not constant. 

More detailed tests during the next report period will determine if this 

is in fact the case. 

We also note two other features from these photographs.    First, 

that the ruby damage track is shorter than the sapphire damage trac": 

for similar conditions of incident energy and focusing.    Second,   the 

modulated pulse gives a modulated track and the smooth pulse gives a 

smooth track,   as seen by comparing Fig.   18 with Fig.   19 for sapphire. 

The  frequency of the  modulation on the  streak camera  photographs 

is  the   same   as that on the  corresponding laser  pulse.      This  connec- 

tion  between  the   modulated  pulse    and   the   modulated   track  was  also 
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suggested   by   sonic   resulti   presented  in  the   last   report.     Recently, 

we   were   contacted   by   J.    Marburger   of  the   University  of  Southern 

California,   who  was   made  familiar  with this  work when the  principal 

investigator   g.i^1   a   seminar   at   U.S.C,   in  October.     He   has   been ac- 

tive   in  theoretical   research   on  self-focusing  phenomena  and  has   in- 

dicated  that  these   modulated  streak photographs  might  give   some 

measure   ol   tin"   nonlinear   index  of  refraction  for   sapphire   using his 

theoretical   approach.     The   details   of  this   possibility  will  be   dis- 

CUSSed   later. 

Within the next contract period,   further streak camera .meas- 

urements will be made with ruby and sapphire under conditions of 

different pulse length and focusing. 

K. ADDITIONAL OPTICAL, PUMPING EXPERIMENTS 

In  the last  report we presented the results of a number of 

experiments where we optically pumped the sample while performing 

damage threshold measurements.    We observed a large amount of 

scatter in the data because of interference from plasma formation at 

the entrance surface and were not able to state clearly whether or not 

the threshold is affected by optical pumping.    In the early part of this 

reporting period we repeated the pumping experiments with better 

prei Laion and found a slight decrease in threshold with optical pumping. 

Thi-s  is shown in Fig.   Zl,    The upper graph shows the recent more 

precise data for C    Ruby,   E1Ü7.    The lower three graphs are data 

from the last report presented for comparison.    We see about 20% 

decrease in  relative threshold for the most extreme pumping case 

compared with the unpumped case. 

We also discussed in the last report an interesting effect con- 

cerning the location of damage in the sample as a function of optical 

pumping of ruby.     We noted  that the beginning of the damage track 

(i.e. ,   the upstream end)  is  shifted downstream with optical pumping. 
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Fig.    21. 
Relative Bulk Damage Threshold as a Function of 
Optical Pumping for Different Samples.  The 
Thresholds are Normalized to Unity for the Un- 
pumped Sample.  Dashed Line - No Damage; Solid 
Line - Damage.  The Three Lower Graphs are Re- 
produced from the Last Report; the Upper Graph 
Shows Results of More Reproducible Measurements 
Taken During this Reporting Period. 
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(We know now from the  streak photographs that the upstream end of the 

damage track Is  really the last part which is tormed.)    ITrom this shift 

in the damage trat k in  ruby we inferred that the optical focus was 

shifting,   but we now   know trorn our beam profile measurements that 

the  tin us  is  lex ated downstream from where we thought it was.    In fact, 

from our more  recert streak camera measurements we find that the 

damage track occurs 'ipstream from the natural focus in the material. 

In sapphire,   the track aegins at or very close to the natural focus and 

progresses upstream; in  ruby the points of beginning and end of the 

track occur substantially upstream from the natural (i.e.,   low power) 

focus.    Optical pumping in ruby shifts the track toward downstream 

locations as well as making it longer.    That is,   it approaches the 

behavior for sapphire. 

Details of this will be studied during the next period.     Precise 

data on this point are not available at this time.    However,   we wish to 

point out that the shift in track location is not necessarily related to a 

defocusing due to pumping solely,   but may be connected with the fact 

that pumped ruby behaves more like sapphire simply by virtue of its 

being pumped. 

L. PRESENTATIONS MADE IN THIS PERIOD 

During this  reporting period,   different aspects of this work 

were discussed in presentations at the ASTM Symposium on DAMAGE 

IN  LASER MATERIALS at the National Bureau of Standards,   Boulder, 

Colorado,   June- Z4 and 25,   1970 and at the Sixth International Quantum 

Electronics Conference,   Kyoto,   Japan,   September 7 to  10,   1970. 
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M. PLANS FOR NEXT PERIOD 

During the next period we will complete the unfinished aspects 

of the work carried on in this period with emphasis on the beam pro- 

file measurements inside ruby.    We will examine the beam profile at 

different locations in the samples to determine where and at what power 

the beam distortion first begins to appear.    This will be done both with 

unpumped and pumped samples and with different focal length lenses. 

It will be interesting to see whether the behavior in the pumped samples 

approaches that of sapphire as the sample approaches inversion,   as 

well as what happens when the sample exhibits gain.    It will also be pos- 

sible and perhaps informative to investigate the time evolution of the 

beam distortion with the STL camera.    Now that we have characterized 

the beam properties under certain conditions we will determine care- 

fully the location of the damage relative to the internal focus and attempt 
2 to correlate this with the results of Zverev and Pashkov     as well as to 

confirm some of their results regarding the length of the damage track 

as a function of incident power. 

Additional streak camera studies will be carried out on the 

damage evolution in ruby and sapphire with an attempt to correlate 

the effective rate of propagation with pulse duration and laser power. 

Damage threshold versus lens focal length measurements will be 

obtained for sapphire and the results will be compared with the self- 

focusing theory. 
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SEC TION   II 

THEORETICAL STUDIES ON OPTICAL DAMAGE 

A. INTRODUCTION 

During the first half of the reporting period,   the theoretical 

studies were carried out at a reduced level due to the involvement of 

the main contributor on other projects.    It is anticipated that a signifi- 

cantly increased effort will be carried out during the next reporting 

period. 

B. SUMMARY OF PRELIMINARY STUDIES 

Preliminary studies on the importance of self-focusing of the 

beam in laser material due to the nonlinear index have been undertaken. 

Most of the effort here involved a detailed study of the work of G. M. 
(2) Zverev and V. A.   Pashkov. The mathematical derivation of their 

result for the length of the filamentary damage track as a function of 

power was verified.    A detailed derivation of their results is included 

as an appendix to this report.   The derivation given in the original pub- 

lication was extremely sketchy.    Because of the interest in this work, 

it is probably useful to have available the more detailed derivation 

carried out in the appendix.    An independent experimental verification 

of the results of Zverev and Pashkov would be of great interest.    In 

particular,   their results on the dependence of the length of the damage 

track on laser power should be independently verified. 

Some preliminary studies of the damage and resultant plasma 

created at the entrance and exit surfaces of the sample were carried 

out.    In particular,  the interaction of the laser beam with the blow-off 

plasma has been investigated.     Theoretically,   it is extremely difficult 

to predict the properties of this plasma.    In an extreme case,   however, 
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it is  conceivable that the electron density in this plasma could be as 
2 0 27-3 

high as  10       -  10   ' cm     .     The electron-plasma frequency in this case 
14 15 

would be in the range of 1 0       -  10       Hz.     It has recently been shown 

in work at HRL and at Princeton that when the laser frequency is close 

to the electron-plasma frequency,   an instability can be excited in the 

plasma  resulting in an anomalously large absorption of the incident 

radiation.     For plasma temperatures of 1 keV the threshold power 

density for the excitation of this instability is estimated to be about 
14 2 

10       W/cm  .     If this effect takes place at the entrance face of the 

sample of laser material,   the plasma may effectively absorb a signifi- 

cant fraction of the incident power.     Further studies of this effect may 

be needed in order to assess its importance in the present studies. 

However,   it appears at this point that the power densities necessary 

for the onset of anomalous absorption are several orders of magnitude 

higher than those encountered in the present experiments. 

Studies of the fundamental interaction of electrons with polar 

optical phonons in the presence of an intense coherent radiation field 

have continued.    A transport equation has been derived for the space 

and time development of the electron distribution function under the 

combined action of the electron-phonon interaction and the laser field. 

This equation differs significantly from the Boltzmann equation used 

by previous authors.    We are attempting to use this equation to verify 

the results obtained by the previous theoretical investigator by a dif- 

ferent but related approach.     The connection of this fundamental ap- 

proach to tue actual damage experiments is still very far from complete. 

Even once the details of the deposition of the laser energy in the mate- 

rial are understood,   the nonlinear dynamics of shock formation,  heat 

transfer,   etc. ,   in the material will probably be very complicated. 

The theoretical werk in these areas will continue during the 

next period.    Major emphasis will be given to understanding the beam 

dynamics and an attempt to explain the experimental results on the 

shape of the beam profile as a function of incident power.     The differ- 

ence in this behavior between ruby and sapphire leads to the initial 

guess that the effect depends on the abssorption characteristics of the 

material. 



APPENDIX 

SELF-FOCUSING THEORY 

The theoretical result of G.M.   Zveri'V and V.A.   Pashkov     on 

the length of the filamentary damage track as a iunctiun of laser power 

is of considerable interest for these studies.    This appendix carries 

out the mathematical details of this theory.    It is included here since 

the original papers present only a very rudimentary derivation of these 

results. 
Z 

The work of Zverev and Pashkov   ,   which we  refer to as Z-P, 

is based on the results of S. A.   Akhmanov,   A. P.   Sukhorukov,   and 
3 

R.V.   Khokhlov     referrec 

Maxwell's wave equation 

3 
R.V.   Khokhlov     referred to as A-S-K.    Thes - authors  start from 

VX   VXE   +4^f  + ^4   \l{i)+*{ni)]    '-    0 
c       9t 9t      ■- 

for a material with a linear polarization 

where   X,   X      i    X are second,   fourth and sixth order tensors, 

respectively.    It is assumed that the nonlincarity is weak so that 

pint)  l ^i) <<   1    _ 

(1) 

P(i)   -   X   E   , (2) 

and a nonlinear polarization including fifth order nonlinearity 

p(ni)    =       (3) E E E   + x(3) E E E E E   ^ 
(3) 

(4) 
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A transverse wave solr.tion ot the 1'urm 

A   . ,        >     i(wt-kz) 
S Atr, z) e ' (3) 

is assumed where   z    Ls the direction of propagation of the laser beam 

and    r    a  radial coordinate (i.e.,   cylindrical geometry).    Then 

-V   X   ^   X   E VZK    =    -lik'^-  +  V   ^A dz r R2A   +^ 
dz 

(b) 

In the so-called quasioptical approximation,    9   A/dz      can be neglected 

relative to the other terms.    The wave equation then becomes 

dA 
n- 

^ik   — V   2A   + —   |A|2 k2 A   + —   |A|4 k2 A dz r n0   '     I n0   '     ' (V) 

Here,   it is assumed that   k      satisfies the linear relation 

M 1   +  4TT -j Tr X (H) 

(3) and   n,    and   n/    are proportional to contractions of the tensors   X      and 
(3) = 

X      .    The detailed form of this relationship is not important here.    It is 

sufficient to note that this is equivalent to writing the index of refraction 

in the form 

n   =    n     +  n^   | E|      +  n     | E|      +   ... 

For the derivation of Z-P results,   the   n.    term can be neglected. 

Because of the assumption (8),   the theory is limited to weak nonline- 

arity as in (4). 
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Next the eikonal    s   is introduced via the substitution 

A    =    A0 i;'
lks (A0. s  real)    . (10) 

Separation of the resulting equation into real and imaginary parts gives 

ÖAÜ 1 2 ---£   »V     An   •   V   s   +  i An(V      s)    «    0 (11) 
du r    0 r        2    u    r 

Si r n0      0 n,,      0 k2 Ao    L    r        0J 

It is helpful to understand these equations first in the limit of 

geometrical optics, i.e., k-»oü. Then (11) and (12) reduce to (also 

neglecting  n4) 

,2 n 29s    .   /9s\ n2   A   2 .,.. 
9z        y9r/ n0      0 

9(A   2)        9(A)2 

-97"   '-'ö-T- l7 + (V   1^ f T^I  ^ö   , (H) 
[92s    ,    1   dsl 

ar2     7^J 

where the gradients are written out for cylindrical coordinates. 

The next step is to look for solutions of the form 

^-  +  #(«) (15) 
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*.2 

\'7^7) 
I In- boundary conditions at    £       0    rt«q'iiro 

PlO) l/R ;        #(0) 0        ;        1(0)    -    1    . (17) 

Herei  K  ll the  radius ol curvature of the incident beam; R< 0 correspond- 

ing to converging in. ident rays and R>Ü corresponding to diverging inci- 

dent  rays.    The condition t(0) - 1 implies an incident intensity distribution 

Ay^O.r)    .    E^(l.rl/rQ
Z)    . (18) 

This ansatz is physically reasonable since the surfaces of 

constant phase are    k(z+s)   ■   wt   or   (z +ßr^/2)   -   c/n«   t,   which 

for  f3 > Ü   have the correct behavior to provide rays focused toward 

the z-axis.    Making the above substitution into eq.   (12),   we obtain 

ZE2 

H'-*)- (19) 

Thus,   if we choose 

P   '-   VH   . (20) 

this is automatically satisfied.    Substitution of (15) and (16) along with 

(18)  into (15) gives 

'} ?) 
(21) 



Since   f   and   ^   must be functions of   z   alone,   it follows from (21) 

that 

^   it -4- • <22) 

and 

"n2 0 
f"   =   -^  T2-?    • (23) 

0    f    r0 

Multiply both sides of (23) by   f   to obtain 

0    f    rr 0 

wliich can be integrated to give 

I n.     E   '" (i)'^^?-. 
0 

Applying the boundary conditions at   z   -   0    , 

p(ü)2 £1^   =   !i f^ +  C   .   J. (26) 
£(0)* nö  r0* R 

1 n2 E0 
C    ^    -7   -   -^—^y   • (27) 

R n0 r0 
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Multipiy (25) by   £     to obtain 

2  dz v  nn       2 
0 ro 

which can be integrated directly to give 

'n2  E0 2 
±   /— —V   + Cf     =   C{z + const)     . 

At   z^O,    we determine 

.   1   /n2 E0 r const   =   ± —  / T- +  C 
C • n0  r. 

± JL-L 
C R 

Thus,  we have the solution 

/ 1 n2 E0    \    2       2z 

\R       no ro / 
+   1 (28) 

From this we can determine   ^  using (22) and (17). 

This solution determines two focal points at which   f(z) = 0, 
2 

which implies   A-   (z,0) = CD.    From (28) we obtain the two roots 

1 1 1 
z,     '   R        '    R    ' 

f2 ni 
(29) 
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where 

Rni    -    r0 nzEo 
(30) 

and 

I 
R R 

ni 
(31) 

The distance   R ^   is that over which a light beam with a plane phase 

front  (R-» uo)  and an intensity distribution given by (18) would be 

self-focused in a nonlinear medium.    For a converging beam  (R < 0), 

the focal length   Z£     decreases in a nonlinear medium with   ny > 0 . 

An initially diverging beam becomes self-focused at   Zf     provided 

R i R   . .    The second focus   zf     exists only if   R < 0   (converging) 

and in this case* zc    >  zr      since   R <  -R   • . 

Next we include diffraction effects,  i.e.,  the last term on the 

righ*-hand side of (12),   following A-S-K but neglecting the   n.    term 

which they include.    Here,  a gaussian intensity distribution is assumed 

A0  ^r' *'   '   ~Z—    exp 

f (z) (^) 

(32) 

2 2   2 which reduces to (16) when    r    < <  rn    f    .    In place of (21) we now 

obtain 

r   -j-   +  20 "2  S2   (1 r2     \  +     1   I"    -2       +      r^    " .     (33) 
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where we have expanded   An
2(r  2)    to t 

and 

2#<   B  _J    0 

"o1 (34) 

Thus,  we can write us 

•or^r 

ing (30) 

(35) 

d2f 

dj' ST'- V 
where 

(36) 

R^   =    k r   2 

d        K r0      • 
(37) 

EqUati0n (3^ »• the starting p0int for * 

-d—das •, This Can :e:e;:ar;d:
orkofz-p-inthih— ^ 

case Kl give "tegrated as m the geometrical optiC8 

W ■*&■*) + c 
(38) 
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where 

C   =   -ij ^r + —U-    . (39) 
R^       R   /       RJ ni d 

Define: 

1 1 1 
I 2   ' 2 

Rdn Rd Rni 

(40) 

$ 
f    l    1   + -T + —^   • (41) 
r R . i      R^      R . dn dn 

We restrict our considerations now to beam powers less than critical, 

i. e. ,   to   R   - > R . .    In this case,   self-focusing leads to a decrease 

of the focal spot diameter compared to the diffraction diameter d0 . 

The minimum diameter of the beam   d   is determined from setting 

df/dz - 0: 

2 2 
I i   x     dn     „     dn ,.,. 

f R R 

It follows from (40) that 

R / R    2 

R    ^   . ni . ni , (43) 

Rni . 
—r ■ ■ 
Rd 

fr-) 

ss 



where the critical power is defined by   R   . R.     ,    i.e., 

r0    n0 , -J      4 
—2—   s   k   r0 E0    nl 

(44) 

cr irr 
r 2 

2   EQ   c 

0       Sir 

trr 
Ü 

«TT n 
c 

2 2 
2    k    r i2TT    n 

(43) 

where   \0   is the linearly determined wave length   n^. \n -   ^n/k 

Therefore,   from (4 3) we have 

d0 ^ - P/Pcr) 
1/2 

(4b) 

where   d = 2f r0   is the focal spot diameter and 

d0   =   2r0R 
cr ■    2r 

ni 

R 
0 R. 

R     K0 
9 rono 

(47) 

since   vP     /P   ■    R  J/RJ-    The quantity   d0   is the diffraction- 

limited spot diameter.    (Note the beam diameter   a   of Z-P is related 

to   r0   by   a -  2r0. ) 

As the radiation power increases,  the diameter   d   decreases 

until the power density at the focus reaches the threshold value   I( 

necessary for damage to the material.    Now from 
thr 

4 P 

thr Pthr/(nd'/r) thr 

ird. thr 

cr 

(40) 

^ 



solving fur   PA.       we find 0 tnr 

Z-P (9) 
^IV V «Ihr 

thr 1  + (n/4) dn    I.    IP 
yj      Ihr      er 

(49) 

The formula in Z-P has    TT/4    replacrd by    1,    which is incorrect but 

a minor difference. 

If (TT/4)d,.Z I .    /P      >>  1.  then   PtU     * P        and   d   is much '        '   ü      thr      er thr cr 
less than   d,.    as a result of self-focusing. 

The length of the filamentary damage track is determined as 

the difference between the focal distance of the lens in the sample    z - , 

where the damage begins,   and the minimum length of self-focusing 

£   ,   which determines the position of the end of the filament.    We are 
sf 

now considering the case of beam powers above the critical value so 

R   .  <  R ,   and   R ,       <  0    fsee (40)1 .    In this case we can write (41) as 
n*        d on * * 

M2 . W    77 
1    * l      i. IT Z 
nd nd 

(50) 

where 

K 
nd 

R 
ni 

(51) 

so 

R 
no 

R   .   (1 
m P     IP) cr 

\U (5Z) 

^T 



Nott- that this equation has the same form as (23) in the geometrical 

uptics case but with   R   .      replaced by   R   ,      [see also (27)j .    Thus, 

wc- c .in directly use (29) to write for the focal distance 

si nd ' 

lor   K < Ü.    The length of the filament is for    )R(  << R 

*2 L,   -    z,. - z 
f        sf [R] + R  ^ 1 nd 

R2 R2    fl       P«Tl ,.., 

P        Rn/ 

:  iR/lR  'p-pcr''/2 • (56) 
er d 

Now 

P      K,2        -^A-  ^ r0
4   .   5* is!   . ,57) er    d ,,„2 0 8        n-, ' Sen    n^ 2 

So 

/..F(12) L        4 vT  Af-   J-n    (P-P_)1/2    . (58) 
cny   (2^) '     cr' 

Which i^ the i.cntral ii-sult of Z-P. 
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Z-P convert this into an approximate result by noting that 

z   ,   determines the position of zero spot size,   whereas it is physically 

clear and follows from eq.  (49) that damage occurs for   d > 0 . • The 

expression for    L.   vanishes for   P = P       > P^.      ,    whereas we expect r er thr r 

L   to vanish for   P = P ,     .    This is corrected by Z-P by making the 

approximate replacement of   P        by   P ,       ir (58). 

2 

0     *"*0 
Z-P (13)        L   «   4 V7    /^L   ^    (P - P^/12   . (59) 
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